Bryn Neil International EE Job Opportunity

Bryn Neil International is a high growth engineering recruitment business. We are currently recruiting for a full-time Jr. Electrical Engineer position for an innovative alternative energy company in the Burbank, CA area. They're growing quickly and offering a great opportunity to do the same. The rewards for the successful applicant are significant and relocation assistance can be provided if necessary.

*Jr. ELECTRICAL ENGINEER*

*Position Responsibilities:*

Aid in the design, implementation, testing, etc. of embedded systems for the control and monitoring of a Collection System. Work within a team on control of motors, power and communication. The position will be largely hands-on and will require an individual who is able to work independently with minimal supervision. Most projects will require involvement from market analysis through to manufacturing and will deal with both internal and external factors.

*Key Position Accountabilities:*

Circuit Design, Firmware/Software Programming, Conceptual Design, Cost Reduction efforts

*Requirements:*

• Minimum GPA Requirement:
  BSEE - 3.35+/4.0  
  MSSE - 3.0+/4.0  

• C, C++ software development method knowledge.  
• Exposure to embedded software development or low-level firmware concepts.  
• Experience with electronic circuit design (digital and some analog)  
• Knowledge/Familiarity with microcontrollers.  
• Exposure to assembly language programming  
• Experience with PCB design.  
• Strong physics background.  
• 0-2 years’ experience  
• Good problem solving and analytical skills. Fast learner.

A qualified candidate should be highly self-motivated, have a sharp attention to detail, and possess proven analytical and problem-solving abilities. The successful candidate should be a quality-oriented team player who desires a challenging role with a growing, fast-paced company to include strong written and oral communication, strong documentation skills, customer service skills and the ability to work well under pressure, as well as possess the ability to multi-task and problem solve.

If you are qualified and available, we’d love to hear from you. If you have any questions about this posting or would like to discuss the role in more detail, please contact Eric Dente at eric.dente@brynneil.com or directly at 310.929.5444 x7018.

*About Bryn Neil.*

Bryn Neil International is a high growth technology staffing company headquartered in El Segundo, California. We are dedicated to matching high quality people with high quality openings and work with a wide variety of rewarding employers, from Fortune 1000 companies, to fast paced, high growth start-ups.

Please visit our website for more details.

*Responsive. Relevant. Resources. ^(^R^) *
